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The struggles and successes of wom-
en and children from Northern Uganda 
stricken by rebel war were brought to 
life Tuesday night as Mary Chind and 
Dr. Neil Mandsager shared their own ex-
periences in the Western African coun-
try where people are fighting to recover 
from depression, thoughts of suicide and 
years of devastation.
In 2006, after hearing from his broth-
er Conrad about his recent trip to Africa 
and the hardships he had witnessed, 
Mandsager became convinced some-
thing had to be done.
It was then that Mandsager made 
his first trip back to Africa in more than 
50 years.
Born in Cameroon, Mandsager 
couldn’t believe that even after 50 years 
away, little had changed. Mandsager 
said people were still dying from basic 
diseases and extreme poverty, but the 
greatest problem he saw was the failing 
infrastructure.
“ChildVoice [International] came to 
be as a way to provide that infrastructure, 
as a way to get the children back on their 
In a highly anticipated speech in 
front of Congress on Tuesday night, 
President Barack Obama laid down 
his plan to fix the struggling economy, 
addressed the question of inequality 
in the country, highlighted his accom-
plishments thus far and took his first 
step toward setting the pace for his 
re-election bid.
Prior to the speech, the night was 
highlighted by a round of applause 
for Rep. Gabrielle Giffords, D-Ariz., 
who is resigning from the House of 
Representatives to focus on her re-
covery from a shooting last January.
After the emotional Giffords in-
troduction, the Supreme Court jus-
tices and the executive cabinet took 
their seats to await the president’s 
Despite recent criti-
cism of university policy, 
many leaders within the 
ISU community don’t 
think free speech is a 
problem on campus. In 
fact, despite potentially 
restrictive policies, uni-
versity administrators 
encourage ISU students 
to take part in and fa-
cilitate the exchange of 
ideas.
Dr. Tom Hill, vice 
president of student 
affairs, is a strong sup-
porter of students’ rights 
to express their opinions 
and take part in exchang-
ing ideas.
“This is an educa-
tional institution and 
this is America,” Hill said. 
“Free speech is one of 
our fundamental rights. 
[In education], it’s a 
cornerstone.”
Hill feels that free 
speech is essential to the 
educational process that, 
in effect, allows students 
to exchange ideas, which 
is essential to learning 
in an academic environ-
ment. However, he be-
lieves it is important that 
people are sensitive to 
one another.
“You try to create 
an environment where 
people can be sensitive to 
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Free speech Campustown
President: U.S. is ‘built to last’
Silent voices no more
Hill: Policies must be ‘balanced’
The city of Ames has made invest-
ments in Campustown ranging from a 
multimillion dollar parking facility to 
noisemakers that deter crows, and now 
it is looking to Campustown Action 
Association to take the lead.
“Most projects that are successful 
have to have strong leadership from the 
private sector,” said city manager Steve 
Schainker. “Usually we’re in a supporting 
role.”
Still, Campustown remains an impor-
tant issue for the city.
“The feedback I get from alumni who 
come to town, from visitors who come 
to activities at Iowa State, from people 
who compare Campustown to other 
By Leah.DeGraaf 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Kaleb.Warnock 
@iowastatedaily.com
By David.Bartholomew 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Sarah.Binder 
@iowastatedaily.com
Editor’s note:
It’s been six months since Lane4 was 
dropped as the master developer for a 
Campustown renovation, but the conversa-
tion isn’t over. This series presents a variety 
of views on the future of the area.
Part one focuses on the business owners, 
especially members of the Campustown 
Action Association; part two focuses on the 
role of the city of Ames in Campustown 
affairs; and part three focuses on the 
relationship between the university and 
Campustown.
Each stakeholder has unique wants and 
needs, but there is common ground: a 
desire for improvement.
Editor’s note:
This is the third installment 
of a series examining ISU 
policies that could poten-
tially violate free speech.
FacesintheCrowd
Anthony 
Blake
Sophomore
Open option
“I do like that 
we have a 
limited area 
on campus 
where people 
can tell how 
they feel.”
How do you feel about free speech on campus?
Graham 
Sawyer
Senior
Mechanical 
engineering
“It exposes 
the student 
body to issues 
that they 
would normal-
ly hear about 
and brings 
the fact that 
those issues 
are relevant to 
their lives.”
Heidi 
Hoefling
Junior
Agricultural 
business
“It is im-
portant that 
people get to 
speak their 
mind as long 
as it does not 
offend other 
people.”  
Lucas
Gray
Junior
Mathematics
“Because the 
Constitution 
guarantees 
rights, and the 
universities 
have no right 
to take it from 
us.”  
Malena 
Whetro
Junior
journalism and 
mass commu-
nication
“There are so 
many people 
with different 
backgrounds 
and cultures, 
it is important 
to get their 
views across.”
Shawn
Reisner
Junior
Software engi-
neering
“It is im-
portant that 
everybody 
has the right 
and ability to 
express their 
ideas.”
electiOns:
GSB to host 
seminars  
for students
By Daily staff
The Government of the Student 
Body will host candidate semi-
nars for students who are inter-
ested in running for leadership 
positions in the academic year 
2012-13. In order for students to 
run for GSB, they are required to 
attend one of the five seminars, 
which are scheduled for 10 and 
11 a.m. in the Campanile Room 
of the Memorial Union and 6, 
7 and 8 p.m. Thursday in the 
Pioneer Room.
Attendees will be lectured in the 
process of getting on the ballot, 
campaigning and winning an 
election. The seminars are run 
by the Election Commission and 
are a resource for students who 
wish to get involved in GSB. 
Attendance at one seminar is 
required for all students running 
for leadership positions.
Students who are interested in 
running for GSB will be required 
to gather a petition of 100 
student signatures in order to be 
put onto the ballot for whatever 
position they desire.
Senate seat openings are 
available for the each of the col-
leges and various living options. 
Positions for president and vice 
president are also up during the 
election.
GSB elections will be March 5 
and 6. Ballots can be submitted 
online by going to vote.iastate.
edu and logging in with an ISU 
NetID and password.
Students will elect GSB senators 
by popular vote in their constitu-
ency, and the president and vice 
president will be elected by 
popular vote.
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Wrestlers 
struggle 
through  
season with 
concussions
Placement  
testing would 
benefit all
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Grilled cheese 
recipes offer 
grown-up twist
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Dr. Neil Mandsager discusses his visit to Uganda for ChildVoice International with a student in the Pioneer 
Room on Thursday. The organization works to rehabilitate children traumatized by war.
“There is no mission 
too great, no mission 
too hard ... as long as 
we remain strong.”
Barack Obama
City makes 
investment 
in remodel 
of area
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Daily Snapshot
Henry Moss, freshman in forestry, tries out the climbing wall at State Gym on Tuesday.
IT’S THE CLIMB: Students make use of climbing wall
Photo: Huiling Wu/Iowa State Daily
Weather | Provided by weather.gov
Partly sunny, with a high 
near 36. Southeast wind 
between 5 and 10 mph.
West-northwest wind 
between 7 and 15 mph, 
with 21 mph gusts.
A 20 percent chance of 
snow. Partly sunny, with a 
high near 35.
25|36
WED
21|39
THURS
20|35
FRI
On this day in 1990:
A storm system produced strong winds, snow 
and thunderstorms across Iowa on Jan. 24-25. In 
southeastern Iowa, thunderstorms gave way to 
snow, with 5 to 8 inches falling across the area. 
Reported snowfall was 8.3 inches in Muscatine.
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THURSDAY JANUARY 26 • 8 PM
TOMORROW’S BAD SEEDS
w/ PACIFIC DUB (ALTERNATIVE/REGGAE)
Students $6 
Public $12*
For fans of: Passafire, Sublime
FRIDAY JANUARY 27 • 8 PM
THE CAB AND THE SUMMER SET
w/ HE IS WE DAYS DIFFERENCE AND PARADISE FEARS (ALTERNATIVE/REGGAE)
Students $10 
Public $16*
For fans of: Panic! at the Disco, 
The Maine
TUESDAY JANUARY 31 • 8 PM
ANDY GRAMMER PRESENTED BY MENTOS  
w/ RYAN STAR AND RACHEL PLATTEN (POP/SINGER-SONGWRITER)
Students $10 
Public $16*
For fans of: Colbie Caillat, 
Plain White T’s
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 3 • 9 PM
TERROR PIGEON DANCE REVOLT AND LITTLE RUCKUS 
w/ TIRES (ELECTRONICA)
Students $6 
Public $8
For fans of: Dance and Electronica
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Asia’s gripping words have 
never been less than an honest 
and genuine testimonial to 
his life. His uncanny ability to 
combine humor and inspiration 
while provoking thought and 
self-reflection has won over 
audiences across the nation.
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THE TWILIGHT SAGA:
BREAKING DAWN PART 1
Something to say? 
Continue the discussion online on our website: 
iowastatedaily.com
Jan. 22
Braiden Vrzak, 19, 1406 Eaton 
Hall, was arrested and charged 
with public intoxication and un-
derage possession of alcohol in 
Lot 59A. He was transported to 
the Story County Justice Center 
(reported at 3:18 a.m.).
A resident reported the theft 
of money and a cellphone at 
Helser Hall (reported at 10:24 
a.m.).
Officers assisted a woman who 
fell at Pearson Hall (reported at 
5:04 p.m.).
Mengfei Han, 22, 632 Squaw 
Creek Drive unit 11, was 
cited for violation of a restricted 
license and harassment of a 
public official at Daley Drive and 
Stange Road (reported at 5:36 
p.m.).
Officers responded to a third 
hand report of a sexual assault 
at Mary Greeley Medical Center. 
However, the victim did not 
wish to speak with law enforce-
ment officials at this time 
(reported at 8:28 p.m.).
Christopher Ramirez, 18, 4854 
Helser Hall, was arrested and 
charged with possession of a 
controlled substance and pos-
session of drug paraphernalia at 
Helser Hall. He was transported 
to the Story County Justice 
Center (reported at 11:45 p.m.).
Jan. 23
A vehicle that left the scene 
struck a car in Lot S8 owned by 
Emory Ballhagen (reported at 
1:33 a.m.).
An officer assisted an individual 
who was experiencing medical 
difficulties at Science I (reported 
at 11:58 a.m.).
An individual reported being 
harassed by an acquaintance at 
Buchanan Hall (reported at 8:49 
a.m.).
An individual reported the theft 
of cash from a locker at the 
Veterinary Medicine building 
(reported at 12:27 p.m.).
A vehicle that left the scene 
struck a truck in Lot 54 owned 
by Tyrance Barnett (reported at 
3:58 p.m.).
Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City 
of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until 
proven guilty in a court of law.
feet,” Mandsager said.
ChildVoice International was established in 
April 2006 after several visits to Uganda with a 
goal “to restore the voices of children silenced by 
war.”
In Uganda, the Lord’s Resistance Army be-
gan kidnapping children to become soldiers and 
women to be used as sex slaves. For 20 years, the 
rebels abducted an estimated 30,000 children 
from their homes in Northern Uganda and forced 
them to commit violent acts upon villagers.
Chind, a Pulitzer Prize-winning photogra-
pher for The Des Moines Register, traveled to 
Uganda with ChildVoice International in 2009 
to capture and share the story of women and chil-
dren traumatized by the devastating war.
She took photos of people with different sto-
ries to tell, from children with swollen bellies and 
red hair to women dancing and laughing, making 
the slow recovery back to who they were before 
the war.
On Tuesday, her work was on display around 
the Pioneer Room of the Memorial Union. The 
exhibit was titled, “Silent No More: Ugandan 
Children of War.”
“I knew it would be difficult to portray 
through photos the real struggles these women 
had gone through,” Chind said. “The hardest 
thing for me was to bring their stories back in an 
impactful way.”
Mandsager, an obstetrician in Des Moines, 
has been spending time in Uganda every year 
since ChildVoice International was founded six 
years ago.
ISU students have been involved with the 
organization from the beginning. Fifth-year ar-
chitecture students were asked to create a de-
sign for a new facility to be built for ChildVoice 
as a project. It was only recently, though, that 
ChildVoice received a 70-acre plot of land in 
Northern Uganda, where it plans to build a brand 
new facility.
On Tuesday night, the project plans and de-
signs were on display. The construction of the 
students’ design, Mandsager said, will begin as 
soon as the finances are secured, which should be 
within the next month or so.
ChildVoice International has a number of 
opportunities for ISU students also, whether it 
is working as an intern, helping to sell beads cre-
ated by the women in the program, volunteering 
or even partnering with ChildVoice.
university communities — 
they express concern,” said 
Ames Mayor Ann Campbell. 
“Ideally, I would hope to have it 
be an inviting place for diverse 
populations to find attractive. 
I think in many ways it could 
replicate the diversity that 
Iowa State has.”
Parking can be 
re-evaluated
“Suddenly the biggest prob-
lem in Campustown, which is 
parking, will be relieved some-
what,” said Ames City Council 
member and economics pro-
fessor Peter Orazem.
The Intermodal Facility 
being constructed on Hayward 
Avenue will add hundreds of 
parking spaces to the neigh-
borhood, as well as space for 
buses and bicycles.
The facility is expected to 
be open by the start of the next 
school year.
The city of Ames owns 
a parking lot in the middle 
of Campustown — but with 
the development of the 
Intermodal Hub, Schainker 
said that space could become 
available for other uses.
Orazem echoed CAA presi-
dent John Haila’s desire to 
see more green, open space in 
Campustown — possibly even 
banning vehicles from some 
areas.
He said parking areas could 
be used to create a European-
style park, a plaza or outdoor 
dining for restaurants.
Orazem called the 
ISU Arboretum, on the west 
side of Campustown, the 
“missing jewel” of the area. 
Creating a multi-use pathway 
leading to the arboretum could 
help increase the number 
of visitors to that space and 
beautify the Campustown 
area.
“I would be very disap-
pointed if in five years from 
now, you didn’t see a very dif-
ferent Campustown,” he said, 
expressing a desire for more 
green space, cultural activities 
and diverse businesses.
‘Constant churning’
“The key thing for a vibrant 
community is not one where 
everyone succeeds, but one 
where everyone feels they can 
take a shot,” Orazem said.
Statistically, most busi-
nesses do fail. Orazem said it’s 
natural for communities to 
have a “constant churning” of 
new business ideas. He said 
Campustown, on the other 
hand, seems to be standing 
still.
However, the community 
has learned things over the 
past few years of experimen-
tation. The Lane4 process 
taught them more about what 
renovations could potentially 
cost, and the Varsity Theatre 
proposal taught them more 
about the wants and  needs  of 
the  community.
Schainker said it would be 
possible for the city to provide 
tax abatements to improve the 
area.
“Once we see what the 
project is, we can see what we 
can bring to it,” he said.
Get all of your 
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WHITE TRASH WEDNESDAY
Hot Yoga + Pilates
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Mary Chind, a Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer for The Des Moines Register, discusses 
her visit to Uganda with ChildVoice International in the Pioneer Room on Tuesday.
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Add in fresh 
veggies such as 
tomato, avocado, 
spinach, jalapenos, 
peppers, onions, 
mushrooms or 
even apple slices 
or pulled pork to 
give your sandwich 
some bite.
Don’t just use that 
orange American 
cheese. Try adding 
Brie, pepper jack, 
cream cheese, 
provolone or 
mozzarella.
Swap out the 
untextured white 
bread and use 
sourdough, 
cracked wheat or 
even bread with 
jalapenos baked 
right in.
Grilled cheese is a timeless 
classic that’s as easy as the 
ABCs, but you’re an adult 
now, so please, be more 
creative than what your baby 
sitter used to feed you.
Grilled cheese for grown-ups
By Caitlyn Diimig
AmesEats	Flavors	writer
1. Heat frying pan with  
1 tablespoon of butter. 
2. Spread remaining butter  
on outsides of bread slices. 
3. Place cheese, peppers and 
onion on slices of bread to 
complete sandwich. 
4. Grill both sides of sandwich 
until golden brown and 
cheese is melted.
Bell pepper grilled cheese
2  slices sourdough bread
2  tablespoons butter 
2  slices pepper jack cheese
2  slices red bell pepper
2  slices yellow bell pepper
2  slices green bell pepper
3  slices white onion
Photos: Claire Powell/AmesEats Flavors
Photo: Claire Powell/AmesEats Flavors
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Editorial Student group
Quiz a dozen different people about what they think politics is and you’re likely to get a dozen different answers, 
though all almost certainly with at least some 
degree of cynicism.
Politics these days is a love-hate sort of 
thing — you either love it or you hate it. A lot 
is said about politics in this paper, by myself 
included, and I’m sure it gets old if you’re in the 
“hate it” category. But what we can all probably 
agree on is that something is completely bro-
ken with how we do politics. It’s probably also 
true that most of us aren’t exactly sure what it 
is either.
As a returning student a few years older 
than the average student here, I’ve had a great 
deal of experiences that many of you have not. 
Between the time I was here the first time and 
now, I’ve seen and done things that have altered 
my fundamental outlook on the world. My in-
terests have been piqued, developed and worn 
smoother by the abrasive daily grind of life.
Like most, I too was like Neo from “The 
Matrix” when it came to politics, feeling 
instinctively that something was amiss with 
the world but unable to identify what it was. 
It’s an individual problem, a social problem and 
a public problem. It’s a problem with so many 
facets that we can’t simply point and say, “Aha, 
there it is!”
We focus so much on our tomorrows that 
we tend to ignore our yesterdays. In trying 
to discover the pervasive disease afflicting 
American political interaction today, I turned 
rearward in time. Most investigations into 
American politics start in the colonial era, and 
indeed that’s where I started. Then I went a 
hundred years before that to reveal how the 
founders came to believe what they did.
But still that wasn’t far enough. Eventually, 
I stumbled upon the ancient Greeks, who had 
this notion of politics that was very different 
than what we consider politics today. Nearly 
3,000 years ago, there were no polls, no talking 
heads telling us what the politician we just 
listened to said. There were no Twitter ques-
tions from the viewer audience, no TV ads, no 
nothing.
A little pondering on this raises an impor-
tant question: If the Greeks were the origina-
tors of Western political thought, then without 
all the nonsense we call politics now, just 
what the heck did the ancient Greeks do to be 
political?
That’s another column for another day.
But I will say for now that sitting at home 
and complaining about government is not 
political. Liking candidates on Facebook is not 
political. Registering to vote as a Republican 
or Democrat is not political. Watching canned 
pseudo-debates on Fox News is not political. 
Writing a rude email to your congressman is 
not political. Waving signs in front of some 
building somewhere is not political.
What I can tell you today about politics is 
that it involves action. Action, as part of that 
Greek philosophy I’ll write about someday, is 
to politics what air is to fire: One cannot exist 
without the other. Politics is about the doing 
of something. You’ve no doubt read that in 
this paper before, and what that something is 
certainly is debatable.
However, I think I’ve found a group of 
people who are at least trying to discover the 
old-school notion of action and politics, even if 
they don’t know that’s what they’re doing.
I am but one cog in a wheel called the ISU 
Ambassadors. The Ambassadors are a branch 
of the Government of the Student Body whose 
job is engaging the Iowa Legislature regarding 
issues important to ISU students and students 
from the other two Iowa regent universities. 
We work with ISU students to identify our 
common problems and needs, and we do our 
best to communicate them to your representa-
tives in Des Moines.
Over the course of the last few months, we 
have developed a piece of legislation — the first 
ever of its kind — designed to address some of 
the problems students face, namely crippling 
levels of tuition and debt. It has been accepted 
for sponsorship by two representatives and 
will be voted on later this year.
It will be my pleasure to present this bill 
to GSB on behalf of the Ambassadors next 
Wednesday, and thus to you, my fellow stu-
dents, at the weekly GSB meeting at 7 p.m. in 
the Campanile Room of the Memorial Union.
Please come to the MU to meet me, as well 
as the other Ambassadors who will be attend-
ing, and discuss this groundbreaking bill pro-
posal. The process is just beginning, unending 
and our success uncertain, but I want you to 
come be a part of it — to come help us help you.
The Ambassadors are also holding a fun 
and informal debate this Wednesday about the 
government’s role in sex education in schools 
and some pending legislation that affects 
you. That starts at 7 p.m. in the Gold Room 
of the Memorial Union. Come join us for the 
discussion.
As always, my email inbox is open.
By Barry.Snell
@iowastatedaily.com
Barry Snell is a senior in history from 
Muscatine, Iowa.
University
Placement tests would benefit all
Every single student who started at Iowa State as a freshman has experienced 
horrifying lectures that review 
every single thing you’ve been 
taught in high school. Though I 
don’t have firsthand knowledge in 
every major, I’m sure most majors 
have courses of the like.
What’s the point? Why review 
what should be basic knowledge? 
I understand that not everyone’s 
education is the same, and some-
times portions of what are taught 
in 100-level classes here at Iowa 
State aren’t covered in some high 
schools. But I just have to wonder 
if there isn’t a better way.
Instead of operating off the as-
sumption that incoming students 
haven’t learned basic material 
that they should have, wouldn’t 
it be beneficial to all of us if we 
could pick up from an accepted 
point and accelerate our stud-
ies from there? Even if review of 
high school curricula is normally 
covered in two weeks, that’s still 
six valuable hours in class that 
could be spent on more difficult 
concepts or extending the reach of 
a course further.
So why doesn’t the univer-
sity require placement exams? It 
would easily separate students 
into courses that are matched 
with their skill level. Instead of 
trusting the student to accurately 
ascertain their level or take the 
initiative to test out of a class, 
the university could simply give 
placement exams to all incoming 
freshmen.
When a student declares a ma-
jor, they would have to take place-
ment exams to get into the first 
classes required for the major, as 
well as some basic placement tests 
for gen eds. This would ensure 
that professors knew exactly what 
level the students were at, cutting 
the need for general reviews and 
ensuring that all students were up 
to speed.
We all pay for these classes; 
shouldn’t the university be doing 
all it can to maximize our learning 
potential in them? By separating 
those with adequate background 
knowledge from those without it, 
the quality of education experi-
enced by everyone increases.
Those who did not possess 
that knowledge could be placed 
in a class to build the knowledge 
base required for the first courses 
in the major. Those who already 
possessed that base would not 
lose valuable hours of class time 
to review concepts they learned in 
high school, enhancing how much 
they could cover in a semester.
I certainly wish this was how 
it was done when I was a fresh-
man. I started in engineering, and 
my small-town education didn’t 
come close to touching some of 
the topics covered in my courses. 
My ACT scores placed me in the 
Honors section, when I should 
have really been in very basic 
courses to expose me to basic 
concepts I needed to learn. It 
didn’t help that I didn’t put forth 
enough effort, but I would have 
been slotted in classes closer to 
my knowledge level. At the very 
least, I could have changed majors 
to something I was more knowl-
edgeable in instead of stumbling 
through classes in which I had 
virtually no hope.
I know that everyone has to 
submit an ACT or SAT score, but 
it’s not the same. Those tests cover 
only four general knowledge areas. 
They are generalized exams and 
don’t nearly get into the level of 
detail that would be required to 
properly place a student. For ex-
ample, one of the knowledge areas 
tests for reading comprehension, a 
vital skill to possess in college. But 
that doesn’t test what students 
know, it tests their ability to read. 
Even those who are able to read 
well may struggle when hurried 
through materials foreign to them.
All in all, it would benefit 
everyone. The students would 
receive a more proper, advanced, 
tailored education and profes-
sors wouldn’t have to waste time 
teaching basic principles that 
should be known to all college stu-
dents. It could lead to smaller class 
sizes as well, as large lectures are 
split into two different courses. 
The university would proceed to 
turn out even more exemplary 
graduates, enhancing our aca-
demic reputation.
University-given testing is 
required. The university knows 
exactly what benchmarks are to be 
attained in each course (English 
150 or 250, for instance); they can 
then determine what a student 
should know going into those first 
classes. Sure, it is an additional 
expense when budgets have been 
shrinking over the years. Getting 
thousands of incoming freshmen 
to take a standardized exam would 
be a nightmare to arrange, but as 
this university strives to continu-
ally improve the education of its 
students, reforms are necessary.
ISU Ambassadors discover 
old-school notion of politics
By Craig.Long
@iowastatedaily.com
Craig Long is a senior in 
political science from Essex, 
Iowa.
Photo: Huiling Wu/Iowa State Daily
The ISU Ambassadors meet to discuss their bill proposal Tuesday at the West Student Office Space in the Memorial Union. In proposing a 
piece of legislation to the Iowa General Assembly, the student group is embracing the notion that politics requires action.
Acting in a time of inaction
Campustown revitalization is a 
tricky subject, and it has been for 
a long time. Lots of students and 
patrons of Campustown businesses 
care about the area’s appearance and 
having a variety of restaurant and bar 
options, as well as cultural offerings.
Recently, the Campustown Action 
Association released a report iden-
tifying five goals for making the area 
look less “tired, run-down and dated.” 
If that look is going to change, we 
have to decide to act on our wants — 
and then follow through — and vote 
with our wallets and our feet.
Those goals are predicated 
largely on involving “stakeholders 
such as Iowa State University, the 
Government of the Student Body, the 
city of Ames, Campustown property 
owners and the South Campus Area 
Neighborhood.” While each busi-
ness or organization with a stake in 
Campustown should use its resourc-
es to improve it, it is incumbent on 
the individual members who live and 
want to participate in Campustown 
life to improve it.
Even though coordination of re-
sources or aim is essential — whether 
it be done by the municipal govern-
ment, an ad hoc task force of related 
organizations or an informal coor-
dination by business owners — we 
cannot deny the power of personality 
in revitalizing an area. Direction and 
command by organizations will only 
go so far. We have to take control of 
our own destinies.
That may come at an additional 
cost. In a world where the Internet 
ensures the possibility of obtaining 
any new gadget or flashy product and 
having it shipped to our door with 
unprecedented speed, we have to 
consider the premium that should be 
placed on the kind of interpersonal, 
community connection that seems to 
be the object of greatest desire where 
Campustown is concerned.
In the end, Campustown’s appear-
ance and offerings are a reflection 
of ourselves. Businesses eventually 
respond to what affects their profit. 
We need patience and consistency, 
not an attitude that says, “I won’t be 
here once these changes happen, so I 
shouldn’t have to help advance them.”
If the students of Iowa State and 
the residents and business own-
ers of Ames pursue Campustown 
revitalization, the area could become 
part of a diverse, vibrant area for the 
community. Iowa State already offers 
many entertainment options, from 
sporting events to performances at 
Stephens Auditorium to shows at 
the M-Shop. Combined with unique 
shopping options downtown around 
Main Street and the eateries and 
dives of Campustown, Ames could 
become a more appealing place.
It might never compare to Des 
Moines or the campustowns of larger 
universities, but it doesn’t need to. 
Campustown should be crafted ac-
cording to our own wants.
A double-leg attack to the hip 
of Illinois’ Dan Stelter in a sec-
ond-round match of the Midlands 
Championships left Chris Spangler 
in a daze.
The redshirt junior, who was the 
No. 1 seed in the 174-pound bracket 
of the two-day tournament, wrestled 
through it but soon found himself 
having to take a medical forfeit from 
the concussion — the fifth of his ath-
letic career — he sustained in that 
match.
“I’ve had concussions in the past, 
so I kind of know what they feel like,” 
Spangler said. “I was a little bit dazed; 
you’re just not yourself when you get 
one.”
Spangler, who is ranked No. 6 in 
the nation at 174 pounds, is one of four 
starters on the ISU wrestling team to 
be sidelined by a concussion — an in-
jury that affects the brain’s functions 
and can have severe repercussions in 
the future.
“Maybe you think of football 
when you think of concussions a little 
bit more, but the other sports have 
quite a few of them as well,” said Tim 
Weesner, assistant director of ISU 
athletic training. “With the amount 
of head contact [in wrestling], there’s 
going to be some injuries to the head.
“I think it’s definitely an issue that 
needs to be looked at with wrestling.”
Training for Spangler to return to 
the mat has already started, consist-
ing of conditioning and light activity 
that increases in intensity as the week 
progresses.
Spangler said the coaching staff 
has aimed for him to return for the 
National Duals, which take place on 
Feb. 12 at Hilton Coliseum. However, 
he is not as fortunate as one of his 
teammates.
Thirty minutes into his second 
match of the season, Max Mayfield 
grazed the top of Boston’s Peter 
Ishiguro’s head, proceeding to be 
struck in the forehead and the top of 
his nose as a result of the scramble.
“It actually knocked me out and I 
didn’t remember much of it, getting 
knocked out,” Mayfield said. “But I 
just know that I didn’t feel very good 
afterwards.”
Mayfield broke his nose and suf-
fered a concussion as a result, having 
to sit out of train-
ing for weeks on 
end. Numerous at-
tempts to resume 
training to return 
to the mat had been 
met with uncom-
fortable headaches 
that have stifled his 
comeback.
On Monday, the 
doctors and athletic 
training staff decid-
ed Mayfield would 
not compete for the 
remainder of the 
season, a decision 
that was “devastat-
ing” for him.
“If someone tears an ACL, you can 
say, ‘In six months, they’re going to 
be good to go.’ If someone gets a con-
cussion, it might be a week, it might 
be two weeks, it might be six months 
for the person [to recover],” Weesner 
said. “So you honestly really don’t 
know.”
As part of the recovery, Weesner 
said athletes who sustain a concus-
sion are ordered to not use cell-
phones, computers or watch tele-
vision to prevent the brain from 
processing visual stimuli and causing 
it more stress.
For Mayfield, it was especially 
tough trying to adhere to the guide-
line since he is a computer engineer-
ing major.
“After it happened, I was having 
a lot of trouble doing my work for 
school and whatever else I needed 
having to just sit in front of a comput-
er for long periods of time,” Mayfield 
said.
With one year of eligibility re-
maining, Mayfield has taken his ab-
sence from the remainder of this 
season as an opportunity to return to 
100 percent health for his last chance 
at making it on the medal stand.
“I had big plans for this season,” 
Mayfield said. “As far as wrestling 
goes, I felt the best I’ve ever felt. I was 
looking at being up there, but my body 
comes first and I’ve got to get that 
right.”
As for Spangler, who will also have 
one year of eligibility remaining after 
this season, a return to a 7-2 season 
with a clear shot at the 174-pound 
title is on the line.
“I want to get to get back this sea-
son and get to my end goal of winning 
nationals,” Spangler said. “I have to 
take those necessary steps to get back 
and be 100 percent as soon as I can.”
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Chris Spangler tries to hold onto his lead over Oklahoma State’s Dallas Bailey in the Big 12 Tournament on March 5. 
The 174-pounder suffered a concussion at the Midlands in December that has kept him for competing.
Spangler, Mayfield 
struggle to get back 
on mat after injuries
Concussions stall returns
The turnaround is quick once Big 12 
Conference play starts. Sometimes there is as 
little as a day or two in between games.
Coming off a win against No. 21 Texas Tech, 
there are three days for the ISU women’s bas-
ketball team to prepare for a Kansas State team 
that currently sits fourth in the Big 12 standings.
“I think the mentality we all have is when one 
game is over, it’s on to the next,” said ISU coach 
Bill Fennelly. “That’s the way basketball is. The 
turnaround is very quick. I was very proud of the 
way our kids tried to prepare when we were los-
ing. We’ll do the same today.”
The Wildcats (13-5, 4-2 Big 12) have only 
been defeated by No. 1 Baylor and an Oklahoma 
team that was recently bounced out of the AP 
Top 25.
Senior guard Lauren Mansfield said the 
team knows the win was a perfect way to get 
back on track.
“I certainly hope so,” Mansfield said. “Coach 
[Fennelly] said to us in the locker room [that] 
this could be the end of a losing streak or the 
start of a winning streak, so that’s what we’re 
trying to do — get some wins built up and some 
momentum from that game.”
As a leader and a captain of the team, 
Mansfield said she knows she needs to set an 
example.
Finally settling in at shooting guard and 
hitting shots is just how she’s going to get that 
accomplished.
“I think with more games under my belt 
and playing a bit better and hitting some shots, 
I definitely am getting my confidence up and 
start feeling more comfortable at that position,” 
Mansfield said.
Mansfield, much like the entire team, has the 
ability to make shots and play good games.
What she said she and the rest of the team 
have to figure out is how to string those good 
games together and build momentum in Big 12 
play.
“It’s just kind of frustrating,” Mansfield said 
about her inconsistency. “You go out there and 
you play one good game and you hit shots. Then 
the next day, you have not as good of a shooting 
day.
“So it’s kind of frustrating, but you just have 
to play through it and not think about yourself 
Senior Maria Macedo has been 
stuck in the No. 2 and 3 spots for most 
of her collegiate tennis career.
That is until this year, when she fi-
nally claimed the top spot on the team.
“I’m pretty excited about it,” 
Macedo said. “I’ve always wanted to 
play [as] No. 1, it was always my goal. 
It’s exciting because you get to play 
some of the best girls out there.”
The senior from Mexico City also said playing at the 
No. 2 slot has prepared her for this year.
Macedo has a combined record of 95-83 in her col-
legiate career, which ranks 10th all-time for career 
wins in school history.
She went 18-12 last year while posting a 5-6 record 
in Big 12 play, which tied her record from the previous 
year for Iowa State’s third-best single-season record in 
conference play.
Coach Armando Espinosa said Macedo can handle 
the responsibility of the top spot.
By Jake.Calhoun
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Max Mayfield wrestles UNI’s Brett Robbins on Feb. 4. Mayfield broke his 
nose and suffered a concussion in his second match of the 2011-12 season.
Spangler
Mayfield
Another win would put 
Cyclones back on track
Macedo earns 
No. 1 spot in 
senior season
KSU scoring duo presents 
challenge to Iowa State
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Guard Lauren Mansfield rushes down the 
lane toward the basket against Texas A&M 
on Jan. 14. Mansfield and the Cyclones will 
take on Kansas State at 7 p.m. Wednesday in 
Manhattan, Kan.
File photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Maria Macedo shake hands with their opponents 
April 1. She will play at the No. 1 slot this year.
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Longhorns 
win 62-55 
over Cyclones
By Dan Tracy 
Daily staff writer
Iowa State cut Texas’ lead 
to three with less than 30 
seconds to play but couldn’t 
overcome its worst shoot-
ing night of the season as 
the Longhorns outlasted the 
Cyclones 62-55 in Austin, 
Texas.
The Cyclones (14-6, 4-3 Big 12) 
shot a season-low 33 percent 
— 20-of-60 — from the field, 
including 5-of-21 from 3 as 
they fell nearly 20 points short 
of their 73.3 points per game 
average in Big 12 play.
Down by 18 at one point in 
the second half, Iowa State cut 
the deficit to 58-55 with 25.2 
seconds left. However, Texas 
guard J’Covan Brown was 
fouled and made both free 
throws, freshman guard Myck 
Kabongo forced an Allen turn-
over and took it down the floor 
for a layup to seal the win.
Myck Kabongo scored 13 
points to lead the Longhorns 
(13-7, 3-4), who snapped a 
three-game skid in conference 
play.
Iowa State Daily
SpOrtS JargOn:
Concussion
SPORT:
Athletics
DEFINITION:
The swelling of the brain 
following the collision of the 
head and a solid force, affect-
ing memory, motor skills and 
other athletic needs.
USE:
Chris Spangler has had five 
concussions in his time as an 
athlete.
nFl:
Ultimatum 
puts Vikings 
in tight spot
By Patrick Condon 
The Associated Press
ST. PAUL, Minn. — The 
Minnesota Vikings have been 
given an ultimatum of sorts in 
their quest for a new stadium.
Gov. Mark Dayton and a key 
lawmaker said Tuesday that 
the team must build on the 
site of the Metrodome — its 
least-favorite option — or state 
funding help for the multi-
million-dollar project won’t 
happen this year.
Minnesota’s 2012 legislative 
session began Tuesday, one 
expected to be dominated 
by the team’s stadium drive. 
But the issue came to a head 
more quickly than expected as 
Dayton confirmed that he had 
informed Vikings owner Zygi 
Wilf that a new stadium has to 
be built at the current site of 
the Metrodome in order to se-
cure any kind of state funding 
from lawmakers this year.
“I’ve made it clear it’s my belief 
that in this session, the only vi-
able option is the Metrodome 
site,” the Democratic governor 
said.
The Associated Press
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Macedo
Shred&Tear Wear
4TH ANNUAL
Contest details & rules at 
www.iowastatedaily.com
The garment or accessory will walk the 
runway at the Nightlife Fashion Show on 
March 23!
Construct a garment or accessory using 
Daily newspapers for a chance to win a 
fashion prize package. 
One winner from each category will be chosen
Submissions due March 5-9
we work the runway
4:30-6:30pm Chinese Traditional Dinner
At Memorial Lutheran Church (Across MU)
6:30pm Culture Display
Calligraphy, Traditional Chinese Clothes, Tea Ceremony, and more
6:30-9:30pm Performance Time ($5)
Singing, Cross Talk, Dancing, and more
At MU Great Hall
CSSA Chinese Dragon Year Gala
a whole day of fun Sunday Jan 29th
for more info contact: cssaisuia@gmail.com
Year of the Dragon
“Last year, we kind of gave 
her a little bit of a chance to 
experience what it was to play 
No. 1 and we played her at No. 2 
a few times,” Espinosa said. “I 
think she’s ready to make that 
transition. She’s experienced 
enough, she’s played three 
years [and] she’s seen what it 
takes to play at that level.”
Along with team goals, 
Macedo has some individual 
goals she would like to accom-
plish this year.
“I want to win as many 
matches as I can, improve my 
record from last year and I 
want to be ranked,” Macedo 
said. “I have a chance because 
I’m playing a lot of ranked girls 
and if I beat them I will have a 
ranking. I think that’s my main 
goal this year.”
Macedo has partnered up 
with fellow senior Tessa Lang 
in doubles play for most of her 
career.
The pair went 19-12 in 
doubles in the 2009-10 sea-
son and set the ISU record for 
most conference doubles wins 
at 7-4.
The following year, they 
posted a 12-16 mark.
“As a teammate, she’s awe-
some to practice with,” Lang 
said. “Every day she brings all 
her energy and is very positive 
on the court and very support-
ive of everyone on the team, 
and as a team leader she’s posi-
tive to be with on and off the 
court.”
Espinosa said the team has 
the potential to have a very 
successful season, mostly be-
cause of how much experience 
there is on the team. Besides 
Macedo, there are three other 
seniors and she is one of the 
leaders of the team.
“She’s not gonna be your 
vocal leader out there,” 
Espinosa said of Macedo. “She 
leads a little bit more with ex-
ample, we just need to make 
sure that we keep her focused 
into what we should be doing 
and hopefully she can lead the 
team in that direction.”
and try and think about the 
team and play for the team.”
What Fennelly will have to 
prepare his team for is veter-
an-led team and a scoring duo 
that is as good as any in the 
conference.
Junior guard Brittany 
Chambers and senior forward 
Jalana Childs are both top 10 
scorers in the Big 12 at 16 and 
14.5 points per game.
“Kansas State is the same 
they’ve always been,” Fennelly 
said. “They’re as prepared 
as any team we ever play. 
They dictate the tempo of 
the game. A very experienced 
team. Someone in the post on 
Childs and someone at guard 
in Chambers that can dictate 
a game.”
As excited as they are about 
the win against then-No. 17 
Texas Tech, Fennelly is mak-
ing sure his team isn’t dwelling 
on the win and is moving on to 
the next game.
“We told them to certainly 
enjoy what they did yesterday 
and celebrate with the fans,” 
Fennelly said. “At 3 o’clock to-
day, the players move on. A half 
hour after I talked to you guys 
yesterday, I was in my office 
and moving on to the next one.”
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Track and field
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Members of the ISU men’s track team run the distance medley during the ISU Open on Friday. 
Junior Daniel Gruber, who is from Germany, joined the Cyclones at the start of the semester.
For junior distance runner Daniel Gruber, 
the start of spring semester and indoor 
track and field season has been a bigger tran-
sition period, perhaps, than for other student 
athletes.
Gruber, a native of Emsburen, Germany, ar-
rived at Iowa State the week before spring se-
mester classes began to register as a full-time 
student, as well as begin his work with the ISU 
track and field team.
Gruber is a junior athletically, but while at 
Iowa State, he will be working toward his mas-
ter’s degree in interdisciplinary studies.
He said the last week has been kind of 
stressful and he is still getting used to the time 
change, but he has so far enjoyed his time at 
Iowa State.
“It is so much different here,” Gruber said. 
“First of all, the campus here is so much more 
beautiful. The teachers are very open-minded 
and friendly and if you have a question, you can 
just go up and ask them. That is the big differ-
ence from Germany.”
Gruber came to Iowa State after compet-
ing in track and field while at 
the University of Cologne in 
Germany. He holds personal 
bests at the university in the 
800-meter run (1:49.07), the 
1,000-meter run (2:22.91) and 
the 1,500 meter-run (3:43.91.)
Gruber claimed scholar-
ship offers from Arizona State, 
Auburn, Drake and Tulsa before settling on the 
Cyclones. He was recruited by assistant coach 
Travis Hartke.
“I thought that they have a very good team 
and they have a good study program at the col-
lege, so I will go run there,” Gruber said of Iowa 
State.
Gruber said that while at Iowa State, his 
main focus will be on the 1,500-meter run with 
a goal of 3:40 minutes or less in mind, as well as a 
goal of qualifying for the NCAA finals.
Last weekend at the ISU Open, Gruber com-
peted in the men’s distance medley relay, where 
his team placed fourth with a time of 10:06.99. 
ISU coach Corey Ihmels said he has been very 
pleased with Gruber’s progress.
“He split a very good time in the relay run-
ning the 800 [meters] yesterday,” Ihmels said. 
“He is still trying to adjust to being in a new 
country and being in school full time. He is going 
to be really good; he wants to be good.
“He’s got a bright future.”
German distance runner 
adjust to life on ISU campus
By Dylan.Montz 
@iowastatedaily.com
Daniel Gruber sets focus on 
qualifying for NCAA finals
Ihmels
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1Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Massage Types
Full body or specific area
  • Deep tissue
  • Swedish massage
  • Energy work
  • Chronic problems 
210 Gray (Sunset View)205 Beach 
(Beach Vie
w)
FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
292-5020    www.fpmofames.com    info@fpmofames.com
• ONLY pay electric & water
• Direct TV Choice Package
• High Speed Internet
• Washer & Dryer in unit
• Garage Parking Available
• LOCATION, LOCATION, 
  LOCATION
FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENTF P M
NOW REN
TING
FOR FALL 
2012
1 BR & 2 B
R UNITS
Managing 500+ Units
515.292.5020 | www.fpmofames.com
Now Renting For Fall!
FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENTF P M
Close to campus, units going fast! Call now!!
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Student
CH ICE
2011
2011 Best Property Management
• FREE internet
• FREE video
• FREE Ames Racquet and  
Fitness Center membership
• Washer and dryer in each unit
• FREE Tanning
• Over 550 units available
• 1-4 bedroom 
• Studio  offering  
“short stay” leasing
• Rent by the room available
• Flexible terms
phone: 232-7575 // hours: Mon-Fri 8:00am-6:00pm // 
 location: 4720 Mortensen Road, Suite 105
Up to $1
200 in
Fun Mon
ey
Welcome Back!
website:  www.haverkamp-properties.com
Available Aug. 1. 3BR/2BA
Garages. WD&DW. No pets.
$875-$1200.
515-292-2766
or 515-290-9999
Houses for rent
Real Estate 
        Service
Campustown Living
2519 Chamberlain
268.5485 • 290.8462
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Campustown Locations
• Wide variety of floor 
    plans
• FREE Mediacom
    cable/high speed
    internet
• Access to
   private fitness center
• Prime locations
Stop in to find out about
our new properties!
Check Us Out At:
www.resgi.com 
Email: info@resgi.com
Group
Available Aug. 1. 6BR/3BA
WD. No pets. No smoking.
515-292-7609
www.cycloneproperty.com
House for Rent
www.University-West.com • 1400 Coconino Road #111 • 515.292.9790
1-5 Bedroom Apt & Townhomes
FREE Internet, Cable & Fitness Membership
2 Swimming Pools
Sand Volleyball & Basketball Courts
Pet Friendly Options
WHERE YOU MATTER
“It’s cold outsi
de...
rent yours wh
ile they’re
HOT!”
HELP WANTED
Part Time Maintenance
•20-30 Hours/Week 
•Business Hours M-F 8-5 
•Rotating On-Call Shifts
University West Properties
1400 Coconino Rd. Apt. #111
515.292.9790
leasing@university-west.com
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
References • Insured & Bonded • 23 years Experience
    • Rentals 
    • Sorority &
      Fraternity
• Residential Cleaning
• Getting Your Home 
   Ready For the Market
  • Windows
  • Deep Cleaning
LOF-XpressTM  
Oil Change
- Expanding -
Cashiers Wanted
Male or Female
Full or Part-Time
520 South Duff, Ames
(Next to Super Wal-Mart)
p: 515-232-LOFX (5639)
w: www.LOF-Xpress.com
Pay (starting): $8-$10/hour
Position: Cust. Service/Cashier
Training: Provided  
(No Auto Experience Nec.)
Hours Open:  
Mon-Fri: 6am-6pm
Sat: 8am-5pm
Sun: 9am-4pm 
Please Apply In Person
!Bartending! $250/day 
potential. No experience 
necessary. Training avail-
able. 18+ ok. 1-800-965-
6520 ext 161
Business Directory
Reward: lost gold necklace 
w/religious medal. Deep 
sentimental value. Call: 
515-232-2691
Customer Service: $8/
hr+bonuses. 20 flexible 
hours/wk. Casual atmo-
sphere. Requires excellent 
typing/communication 
skills. West Ames, on 
CyRide. Email resume: 
jason@autoilead.com
Sublease 1 bedroom 
apartment  I am looking to 
sublease my 1 bedroom in 
a shared 4 bedroom apart-
ment at University Plains 
in West Ames. It is pet 
friendly, washer/dryer in 
unit, $299 a month. The 
other 3 roommates are 
hardly ever there because 
of student teaching. The 
lease would end at the 
end of July or beginning of 
August unless you renew 
the lease for a longer time. 
Thanks! Email snmajors@
iastate.edu
The Grove apt for rent. 
1BR in 2BR/2BA apt. 
Includes utilities, W/D, 
walk-in closet, free tanning. 
Fully furnished&pet friendly. 
Ames Rac&Fit member-
ship. $510/mo. Includes 
outdoor pool. Looking for 
female roommate. 641-
330-1658 or skinnyca-
maro@hotmail.com
NEED
SOME
CHANGE?
DON’T
STRESS.
If you’re looking
for a new roommate,
a new apartment,
a sublease or moving
out of the dorms,
the Daily can help 
you find the new
living situation you’ve
been looking for.
www.iowastatedaily.com
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127 Main St.  -  233-5084
located above
www.dgstaphouse.com
Free 
Pool
 Sundays!
Daily
Drink
Specials
 
   
125 Main St.  -  232-1528Tickets can be purchased online at www.dgstaphouse.com
Open Tues.-Sat. @ 4pm
Lucy Michelle &
the Velvet Lapelles
Jan 27th 9pm
$5
Jan 28th 10pm
$5
Feb 3rd 9pm  $5
Bob Marley B-day 
Bash! Feb 4th 9pm
$5
The Workshy TUGG 
Charlie Parr
2- Foot Long Hot Sandwiches
2- Cans of Cold Pop
2- Bags of Chips
2- Pair of Pickles
Save 
$3.30FREE Delivery!
*Please add sales tax to all prices. Prices subject to change.
FREE! Fast 
Hot Delivery
34
Taste a difference!  Over 500,000 sandwiches served
WACKY
WEDNESDAY
Every Wednesday...No Coupon Needed
“Oven Toasted”
HOT SANDWICH DEAL
$1249*plus tax
FREE
Delivery!
Call
515-292-6600
12” Footlongs
Romance is in the air. 
Celebrate with the one you 
love at Ge- Angelo’s!
  823 Wheeler St.  |  515-233-0959
 
     Amore   
Cancer: Review options  
Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black
Today’s Birthday (01/25/12). 
Your spiritual practices clear your 
mind, especially on your birthday. 
Take a moment to meditate on the 
coming year. Consider what you’d 
like to see happen for yourself 
and for others. Why not? It all 
comes down to love. Give thanks.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest 
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Write down 
your blueprints for a vision. 
Listen to a dreamer, and let go 
of a fear. Stick to the facts. New 
info brings new possibilities.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Aspire to 
great heights. Friends gravitate 
to your orbit so get something 
exciting in action. Explore every 
lead. A benefactor appears.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Save caustic 
remarks for later. The spotlight is 
on, and respectful service works. 
You can move up a level here. Use 
your experience and connections.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Exploration and 
expansion of the heart and mind 
call out. Cultural, educational 
and romantic adventure entices. 
Review options and choose.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) 
-- Today is a 7 -- Power on at 
work: Wheeling and dealing 
may be required. Work out 
a win-win compromise. 
Research purchases carefully. 
Facilitate creativity in others.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Greet people 
with an open hand. Listen 
carefully to your partner’s crazy 
suggestion. Pay attention to 
details since they’ll be useful. 
Get a second opinion.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- The creative 
energy sizzles, and you’re 
on a roll. You’re generating 
money, and the work reflects 
well on you. Keep track of 
your hours and expenses.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
-- Today is a 7 -- Have a 
good time with friends. See 
if there’s a way to make the 
impossible happen. Consider 
making something beautiful 
for your home. Save energy.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Your peaceful 
thoughts manifest themselves. 
Stop and listen before you speak. 
You can stay close to home and 
still think outside the box.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Channel 
your message to get the word 
out effectively. The winds are 
blowing your way. Stroll around 
a garden or down a nature trail.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
-- Today is a 9 -- Harness your 
ambition for monetary gains. 
Today you’re especially sensitive 
to good business. Trust your 
optimism. Be surprisable.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
-- Today is a 9 -- Your dreams 
bring answers. It’s time 
for reinvention and setting 
extraordinary goals, even if 
you don’t think you can reach 
them. Trust your power.
Word of the Day:
hendiadys \ hen-DYE-uh-dis \  , noun;
1. the expression of an idea by the use of usually two 
independent words connected by and (as nice and warm)
Example:
The hendiadys “good and loud” appears in 
many reviews of the concert.
I think you should quit tanning-your literally the 
color of my halloween pumpkin from last year
•••
I think my computer got an STD once, because now when 
it gets something new it scans or viruses right away.
•••
It should be illegal for it to be this cold out. 
I’m gonna sue Mother Nature.
•••
Is it VEISHEA yet?
•••
To the neighbors upstairs. We’re assuming you’re assholes 
since you’re so loud but you’re taste in music is good...just sayin
•••
the chocolate cake at seasons sunday night was 
LEGEN wait for it.....DARY, just sayin!
•••
to the inconsiderate juerks who live above me: if 
you keep bouncing that basketball, I will come up 
there and snap your neck like a glow stick.
•••
To the person who threw up all over the walls 
in the parks library.. bravo!! as if the bathroom 
wasn’t disgusting enough already..
•••
To see your just sayin’ here, 
submit it to 
www.iowastatedaily.com/games/justsayin
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Trivia
Some marine fish change gender.
Fifty years ago, the average man first became 
married at 23, and the woman at 20. Today, those 
ages have increased to 27 and 25, respectively.
“I write the songs” was NOT written by Barry 
Manilow. It was written by Bruce Johnston, who 
was the sixth member of the Beach Boys.
The gestation period of some species of 
opossum is less than two weeks.
Twinkies originally had banana-flavored 
filling, but switched to vanilla when World 
War II brought the banana trade to a halt.
Jim Henson said he made the first Kermit out of his 
mom’s old coat and used Ping-Pong balls for eyes.
Random Facts:
Which 11-letter word is defined as the 
conveying or suggesting of a meaning by 
a word along with or apart from the thing 
it explicitly names or describes? It is the 
meaning of a word in context. This word 
is often contrasted with denotation.
In degrees, what is the angle between 
the two hands of a clock at 3:15?
In 1989, he was convicted of three 
felonies but had those verdicts overturned 
because of limited immunity he had 
been given to testify before Congress. A 
Marine Lieutenant-Colonel, he worked 
for the National Security Council on 
counterterrorism during the Reagan 
Administration. Name this man 
who described the Iran Contra Affair 
as a “neat idea” who is now often 
found on the Fox News Channel.
Give your answer as a fully simplified 
fraction. If you choose two cards from 
a standard deck without replacement, 
what is the probability that the first one 
is red and the second one is a spade?
ANSWER: Connotation
Crossword
Across
1 Kid’s summer spot
5 Ain’t it the truth
9 Melville’s Billy
13 Craft seen at 
many a 1-Across
14 Banned apple 
treatment
15 Current about
16 “Family 
Matters” nerd
17 __ dry eye in 
the house
18 Hindu music style
19 Outdo other guests 
seeking a party drink?
22 Hotel annex?
23 Carson’s late-night 
predecessor
24 Thurmond who was 
a senator for 47 years
26 Fancy neckwear
29 Bay Area 
airport letters
31 Lux. locale
32 Pitcher of milk?
34 Size up
36 Order one so-so 
ice cream drink?
39 Throw in the 
direction of
40 __ one’s game: 
performing below par
41 Bribe
42 Slice of history
44 Hardly silk purse 
material, in an idiom
48 Building brick
50 Bearing
52 Unnamed degree
53 Activate a dispenser 
for a fruit drink?
57 Civil rights icon Parks
58 “You bet, señora!”
59 Rye fungus
60 A very long time
61 Lobe adornment
62 Slasher’s title 
hangout, in film: Abbr.
63 Schools of whales
64 Pops the question
65 H.S. junior’s exam
Down
1 Job, and then some
2 Asian capital on 
a peninsula
3 Champagne brand
4 Assail (with), 
as snowballs
5 Classic film with 
dancing hippos
6 Hawaiian hi or bye
7 Works a wedding
8 Catch
9 Too well-done
10 Where not to 
be paddleless?
11 Whence a front 
yard growl
12 It may be used 
to ID a perp
13 Like dice, shape-wise
20 Chooses
21 G.I. entertainment
25 Robinson of song
27 November honorees
28 Support group 
for kids of substance 
abusers
30 Scam that’s “pulled”
33 Hamburger’s article
35 Without
36 All set
37 Championed, 
as a cause
38 Fruit used as a 
vitamin C supplement
39 Airport safety org.
43 Prenatal tests, 
for short
45 Baffling problem
46 Not marked up
47 Classic role for Clark
49 Military bigwigs
51 “Everything’s fine”
54 Worker 
protection agcy.
55 Cherokee maker
56 www addresses
57 50 Cent’s genre
Yesterdays Solution
ANSWER: 7.5 Degrees
ANSWER: (Oliver) North
ANSWER: 13/102
Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
SOLUTION TO
TUESDAY’S PUZZLE
Level: 
1 2
3 4
© 2012 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
1/25/12
lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way 232-1961
west location
3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543
open 24 hours a day      7 days a week      two convenient locations
EMPLOYEE OWNED
Produce
Catering
Floral
Bakery
Wine
Wedding Plans
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Full names: Lance Goken and Alysha Ewoldt Goken
Hometowns: Dysart, Iowa  
Degrees/Jobs: Lance is a field marketer for Titan 
Machinery, and Alysha is a junior at the University of 
Northern Iowa majoring in general studies.
How they met: Lance and Alysha had always gone to 
school together. Although Lance is two years older, they 
got to know each other during high school.
First date: The couple had their first date at Applebee’s 
and hit it off.
Engagement: The couple had previously spoken about 
getting married, but Alysha was still surprised when 
Lance proposed. On Sept. 11, Lance convinced Alysha 
to go out dinner with him at Red Lobster. He popped the 
question and Alysha accepted.
Wedding date: June 25, 2011
Wedding location: Zion Lutheran Church in Dysart, Iowa
Wedding colors: Black, purple and green
Wedding flowers: Orchids and calla lilies
Guest count: Between 500 and 600
Wedding party: The wedding party had six bridesmaids 
and six groomsmen
Reception: The reception was at the Keystone Turner Hall 
in Keystone, Iowa. The couple hosted dinner and dancing.
First dance song: “Make You Feel My Love” by Adele
Something “old, new, borrowed and blue”: The old item 
was Alysha’s grandma’s ring from her late grandpa, the 
borrowed item was Alysha’s other grandma’s bracelet 
and she wore blue underwear.
Special moment: Alysha explained that one of her 
favorite moments was finally getting to the altar. Her 
father had just let her go and she was surrounded by her 
friends, flower girls, family and was holding hands with 
her soon-to-be husband.
Hardest part of planning: The couple had a hard time 
deciding who to invite. They both have big families and a 
lot of friends.
Featured wedding
Couple includes special touches
By Jolie Monroe 
Daily staff writer  
Photo courtesy of Lance and Alysha Goken 
Lance and Alysha Goken were married June 25, 2011, at Zion Lutheran Church in Dysart, Iowa. The couple picked black, purple 
and green as their wedding colors, and orchids and calla lilies were the featured flowers.
Creating a website may 
seem like a daunting or scary 
task, but it also can be a great 
planning tool for a couple 
planning a wedding.
Several brides are using 
the Web to update guests, 
families and friends on the 
progress of their weddings. 
Emily McClimon, University 
of Iowa alumna, and Levi 
McClimon, ISU alumnus, 
created their own wedding 
website do to just that.
Their website featured 
how the couple met and their 
engagement story.
It also had wedding party 
profiles, photo albums, their 
registry, blog, lodging infor-
mation, a guestbook feature 
and more.
“We were both at differ-
ent colleges and have family 
that doesn’t live by us,” Emily 
said. “It was nice because it 
kept everyone on the same 
page and they could check it 
regularly.”
The website she used was 
www.ewedding.com and it 
only cost $5 per month.
Some other popular 
websites among brides are 
www.theknot.com and www. 
pinterest.com.
“I encourage people to 
use websites because I think 
people enjoy reading about 
that stuff,” Emily said. “It 
takes time, but it’s worth it.”
Do you 
know about 
Gilger Designs 
Jewelry?
Voted “Ames’ Best Kept Secret”
Master designers,  
fine diamonds, fine gems, 
and fine art from the 
designer directly to you.
236 Main St. 232-0678
Leave her breathless!
AMES 
SILVERSMITHING
D E S I G N E R S  &  G O L D S M I T H S
220 Main  •  232-0080
www.amessilversmithing.com
The Perfect Place for:
• Wedding Receptions    
• Campus Organizations
• Conferences
• Banquets
• Meetings
300 South 17th St.
515-233-5344
An Ames Tradition
www.hickoryparkames.com
Sun. - Thurs.  10:30AM - 9PM • Fri. - Sat.  10:30AM - 10PM
CARRYOUT AVAILABLE    515-232-8940
1404 S. DUFF
BBQ Chicken, Beef & Pork Ribs 
Hickory Smoked Beef, Turkey, Pork & Ham Sandwiches
Burgers · Salads · Appetizers · Beer & Wine
Over 100 Ice Cream Sundaes!
ESTABLISHED 1970
HICKORY SMOKED BBQ SPECIALTIES
Weddings
Rehearsal Dinners
Celebrations
Tailgates
Luncheons
Picnics
Serving Groups from  
25 to Thousands!
515-233-5344
hickoryparkames.com
CATERING
Dream weddings 
don’t have to be expensive...
Large Selection of special event rentals. 
Wedding Accessories. Invitations.
off rentals for events in 
January, February, 
and March
546 Main St, Downtown Ames
(in the Main Street Station)
515.268.9333
20%
www.celebrationsames.com
• BEST SELECTION
• ON-PREMISE  
   TAILORING
• COMPETITIVE
   PRICING
• SAME DAY SERVICE
• GROOM FREE WITH 
   SIX OR  MORE
• NO DEPOSIT OR
   INSURANCE FEES
DOWNTOWN AMES
DOWNTOWN MASON CITY
515-232-3261
641-423-5222
The Only Tuxedo Store 
You’ll Ever Need
Editor: Lindsey Schwarck |  public_relations@iowastatedaily.com  |  515.294.4120 Wednesday, January 25, 2012  |  Iowa State Daily  |  UNIONS  |  11
Jeena Gochenour, daughter of Eugene and Pamela Gochenour, 
and J. Wyatt Hall, son of John and Beverly Hall, are pleased to 
announce their engagement and upcoming wedding.
Gochenour, of Mondamin, Iowa, will graduate from Iowa 
State University this December with a bachelor’s degree in 
agronomy.
Hall, of Salmon, Idaho, will graduate this May with a bachelor’s 
degree in agricultural engineering, with an emphasis in power 
and machinery.
The couple met at Iowa State in 2009, and they will exchange 
vows on June 29, 2012, at the Collegiate Methodist Church in 
Ames.
This arrangement is perfect 
for bridal showers, bachelor-
ette parties, guestbook tables 
or just to enjoy around the 
home. The best part is, it fits 
all budgets.
Supplies needed
Tall vase
Greenery (We used 
evergreen)
Various flowers such as roses, 
carnations, daisies, etc.
Filler flower such as baby’s 
breath
Ribbon
Step 1
Fill your vase halfway full with 
water. Cut off about 1 inch 
of stem from the bottom of 
each flower. To increase life of 
flowers, cut at an angle. This 
increases the surface area.
Step 2
Place your greenery in the 
vase. Imagine making a 
triangle shape, keeping the 
back pieces slightly taller than 
the sides.
Step 3
Hold your flower up to the 
vase and cut roughly to the 
size you want. Again, envision 
making a triangle shape, leav-
ing the back flowers slightly 
taller than the sides.
Step 4
Begin filling in the “triangle” 
with other flowers. Leave 
flowers you want to empha-
size slightly taller to draw 
attention.
Step 5
Add flowers and filler to the 
backside to increase the di-
mension of the arrangement.
Step 6
To make a bow, begin looping 
the desired ribbon, pinching at 
the middle.
Continue adding loops until 
your bow reaches desired 
thickness.
Announcement
Gouchenour/Hall
Hanna’s how-to 
By Hanna Johansen 
Daily staff writer
Winter flower 
arrangement
Step 7
Attach bow by simply tying 
it to a piece of ribbon placed 
around the middle of your 
vase. Enjoy your beautiful 
arrangement!
Internet
By Laura Bucklin 
Daily staff writer
Wedding planning 
takes to the Web
Photo: Katie Lovan/Iowa State Daily
eWedding.com is one of the many websites that can help 
couples plan their wedding. 
those around them,” he said.
Hill is supportive of Iowa State’s policies, but he admits 
there is always room for improvement. He described how 
policies are always in the process of being improved, and the 
university is always working with students to strike a balance.
“There’s got to be some kind of balance. That’s what we’re 
trying to do, but I don’t know if anyone’s ever struck a perfect 
balance,” Hill said. “You have to keep adjusting, keep the lines 
of communication going.”
Hill said there have been very few instances where the uni-
versity has had to discipline students for violations of univer-
sity speech policies.
“I’ve always felt like Iowa State would hear anybody out 
and would never restrict anybody here on campus,” said 
Dakota Hoben, Government of the Student Body president.
Hoben couldn’t recall any instance where he had heard of 
someone being disciplined for violating policy, but he agreed 
with Hill that there are still areas where it could be improved.
“There’s always room for improvement,” he said. 
“Whatever administrators, whatever anybody is doing to help 
support freedom of speech is important.”
Sarah Clader, program director for the Student 
Empowerment Training Project based in Chicago, works in 
training student leaders in free speech and is a resource for 
students and organizations that seek advice regarding ex-
pression. The organization is dedicated to educating students 
about their rights and making sure that the educational envi-
ronment remains open to public exchange.
“One of the main points of a college education is to teach 
critical thinking skills,” Clader said. “Part of that is to make 
sure people are exposed to different ideas and viewpoints. 
College campuses are a marketplace of ideas.”
Clader also feels that potential limits could be detrimental 
to a student’s education.
“It can have effects on whether there’s a vibrant array of 
organizations people can be a part of on campus,” she said. “It 
can hurt part of the educational experience that happens out-
side of the classroom.”
Michael Bugeja, director of the Greenlee School of 
Journalism, weighed in on the subject as well. Students in the 
Greenlee School host a First Amendment Day every spring to 
celebrate and educate the ISU community about free speech, 
and Bugeja said that it’s up to administrators like him to pro-
tect students’ rights.
“My job as a journalism school director is to let the campus 
know that our faculty and students are important to the cli-
mate of First Amendment at our university and to the climate, 
in general, on our campus,” he said. “Faculty and students have 
used First Amendment rights to promote diversity and civil-
ity, for instance, without the necessity of codes, and that again 
is the difference between a legal vs. journalism approach to 
our freedoms.”
Hill remains optimistic and looks forward to improvement 
within the university. But he still believes Iowa State is a good 
environment for students.
“Free speech takes places all over the place,” he said.
arrival.
At 8:05 
p.m., the ser-
geant at arms 
of the Senate 
i nt ro d u c e d 
Obama to 
C o n g r e s s , 
and the presi-
dent made his way into the 
chamber to address the as-
sembly, meeting and greeting 
with attendees along the way. 
After making his way to the 
podium, Speaker of the House 
John Boehner, R-Ohio, intro-
duced Obama and he began his 
speech.
“Most of al-Qaida’s top 
lieutenants have been de-
feated,” Obama said. “This is a 
testament to our armed forces 
... Imagine what we could ac-
complish if we followed their 
example.”
He outlined his hopes for a 
better economy.
“What’s at stake is not 
our democratic values or our 
republican values, but our 
American values,” Obama 
said. “But in the last 22 
months, businesses created 
more than 3 million jobs. Last 
year, they created the most 
jobs since 2005 ... Together we 
have agreed to cut the deficit 
by more than $2 trillion. The 
state of our union is getting 
stronger.”
Going off this, Obama sig-
naled he wasn’t willing to go 
back to the policies that led to 
the recession and wanted to 
establish an economy that is 
“built to last.”
He said manufacturing was 
key to this goal.
“Tonight, the American 
auto industry is back,” Obama 
said. “What’s happening in 
Detroit can happen in other 
industries ... We have a huge 
opportunity at this moment to 
bring manufacturing back, but 
we have to seize it.”
Obama went on to lay out 
his plan for reforming the tax 
code for businesses.
He said companies should 
not be able to avoid pay-
ing their fair share of taxes, 
especially when they out-
source jobs to other countries. 
Reflexively, American compa-
nies who keep jobs here should 
receive new tax credits.
“My message is that it is 
time to stop rewarding com-
panies who create jobs right 
here in America,” Obama said. 
“I will go anywhere in the 
world to open new markets for 
American products.”
The issue of unemploy-
ment reform was also ad-
dressed when the president 
described new policies that he 
said would turn “unemploy-
ment” into “re-employment,” 
including education reforms 
for teachers by which tougher 
measures would be taken to 
weed out bad teachers and 
help students succeed.
He also introduced an 
idea to eliminate high school 
dropouts by making students 
stay in school until they were 
18 years old and address 
college debt through state- 
led action and less federal 
funding for colleges who can-
not stop the rapid increase of 
tuition.
Obama touched on immi-
gration reform, in which he 
urged Congress to present him 
a bill that could pave a path 
to citizenship for millions of 
immigrants. Energy was also 
addressed.
“Oil isn’t enough. This 
country needs a strategy 
that develops every available 
source of American energy,” 
Obama said. “A strategy that 
is cleaner, cheaper and full of 
new jobs ... I will not walk away 
from the promise of clean 
energy.”
Later, he seized on the 
drawdown of troops from Iraq 
and the savings it provides to 
urge Congress to put half of it 
toward debt reduction and the 
other half to reinvesting in in-
frastructure. He also focused 
on regulation to prevent finan-
cial fraud and protect the free 
market.
“No bailouts, no handouts 
and no copouts,” Obama said. 
“I will not back down ... The 
rest of us are not bailing you 
out ever again.”
Obama also called for a 
special task force to be estab-
lished to investigate financial 
fraud and ensure a return to 
“American values,” in addition 
to tax reforms for the wealthi-
est Americans and ethics con-
trols for Congress.
“We should all want a 
smarter, more effective fed-
eral government,” Obama 
said. “With or without this 
Congress, I will keep taking ac-
tions to help this economy get 
better.”
Obama changed subjects 
to focus on foreign policy. 
He promised continued ties 
with Afghanistan, hopes for 
an overthrow of the Assad 
government in Syria, a stron-
ger approach toward dealing 
with a potentially nuclear Iran 
and closer ties with Israel. 
Following this, he promised 
increased spending for veter-
ans and tax credits to employ-
ers who hire veterans.
“This nation is great be-
cause we get each other’s 
back,” Obama said. “There is 
no mission too great, no mis-
sion too hard ... as long as we 
remain strong.”
Set appointment at www.jensenscartech.com
6th & Kellogg    •    Ames, Iowa
JASON JENSEN, OWNER
232-8809
1/31 – Belly Dance 
2/1 – Woodshop Orientation
2/2 – Wheel Pottery
2/2 – Afternoon Oil Painting
2/4 – Beyond Basics: Knitting 
2/4 – Pamphlet Stitch Binding
2/5 – Argentine Tango
2/6 – Origami
2/6 – Woodshop: Cocktail Table & Tray
Art Classes
Register Today! -We accept CyCash!  515.294.0970
For times, prices and class descriptions visit 
www.workspace.mu.iastate.edu
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President Barack Obama delivers his State of the Union 
address on Capitol Hill in Washington on Tuesday. Obama 
promised a better America for the future in his speech.
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